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Abstract
Cell–cell and cell–matrix interactions are essential to the survival and proliferation of most cells,
and are responsible for triggering a wide range of biochemical pathways. More recently, the
biomechanical role of those interactions was highlighted, showing, for instance, that adhesion
forces are essential for cytoskeleton organization. Silicon nanowires (Si NWs) with their small
size, high aspect ratio and anisotropic mechanical response represent a useful model to
investigate the forces involved in the adhesion processes and their role in cellular development.
In this work we explored and quantified, by single cell force spectroscopy (SCFS), the
interaction of mouse embryonic fibroblasts with a flexible forest of Si NWs. We observed that
the cell adhesion forces are comparable to those found on collagen and bare glass coverslip,
analogously the membrane tether extraction forces are similar to that on collagen but stronger
than that on bare flat glass. Cell survival did not depend significantly on the substrate, although a
reduced proliferation after 36 h was observed. On the contrary both cell morphology and
cytoskeleton organization revealed striking differences. The cell morphology on Si-NW was
characterized by a large number of filopodia and a significant decrease of the cell mobility. The
cytoskeleton organization was characterized by the absence of actin fibers, which were instead
dominant on collagen and flat glass support. Such findings suggest that the mechanical properties
of disordered Si NWs, and in particular their strong asymmetry, play a major role in the
adhesion, morphology and cytoskeleton organization processes. Indeed, while adhesion
measurements by SCFS provide out-of-plane forces values consistent with those measured on
conventional substrates, weaker in-plane forces hinder proper cytoskeleton organization and
migration processes.

Supplementary material for this article is available online
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(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

Introduction

Cell adhesion is a complex biological process that plays a
central role in regulating a large variety of fundamental
physiological and pathological cellular activities such as
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migration, proliferation, differentiation, metastasis, immuno-
logical response, communication development and main-
tenance of tissues [1–3]. When cells adhere to a substrate they
extend explorative elongation structures to sense the chemical
or physical cues of the extracellular environment. Subse-
quently, this adhesion process is mediated by integrin trans-
membrane receptors that bind to the extracellular environment
and recall a network of cytoplasmic proteins that ensure
connection and communication with cytoskeleton actin
fibres [3].

This forms the basis of focal adhesion sites, a dynamic
machinery that rapidly assembles and disassembles during
cell migration, able to tune a number of signalling pathways
that mediate cell adhesion and migration [3–5] and conse-
quently proliferation and survival. Indeed, when cells are
cultured under conditions that prevent adhesion and spread-
ing, they stop growing and lose viability [6].

Although cell adhesion has been widely investigated and
several biochemical pathways elucidated, some issues still
have to be clarified about the forces involved in the cellular
response to the geometrical and mechanical properties of the
environment and how this cellular response evolves over
time. For such an aim nanostructured supports are very useful
to investigate how different geometry and/or elasticity affect
cell adhesion, migration, growth and differentiation [7–9].
Among nanostructured supports, nanowires have attracted
attention because of their nanometric size, high aspect ratio
and a broad range of mechanical, optical and electrical fea-
tures [10, 11]. Such characteristics make them highly suitable
as versatile platform for cell manipulation [12], biosensors
[10, 13] drug delivery [14] and study of the forces exerted on
and/or by the cells upon adhesion and migration [15, 16].
This last issue is of particular importance for clarifying the
mechanotransduction mechanisms that convert external
mechanical stimuli into biological response and allows for
interfacing the cell with the external environment (i.e. extra-
cellular matrix, neighbouring cells or artificially engineered
material). Kim et al reported on the spontaneous penetration
of vertical NWs in the cell membrane thus affecting cell
viability [17]; on the other hand Shalek et al obtained NWs
penetration without affecting cell viability and thus enabling
microinjection and release of various reagents into the
cell [14].

Persson et al cultured fibroblasts on non-ordered verti-
cally arrays of GaP NWs, observing no plasma membrane
penetration, but reduced cell mobility and proliferation [18].
Similarly InAs-NWs are observed to affect morphology,
adhesion and cell viability of an embryonic kidney cell [10].

Finally, small tuning of NW characteristics in terms of
length, diameter, density and elasticity can promote a specific
cell lineage differentiation toward chondrocytes [19] and
osteocytes [19, 20] and neural lineage [21] without the presence
of specific induction proteins in the medium, thus evidencing
the relevant potential of NWs to trigger a biological reaction.

However, up to now, a detailed investigation and quan-
tification of the forces developed in the interaction of cells
with nanostructures and their relation with cytoskeleton
organization is still missing.

In this work the interaction of mouse embryonic fibro-
blasts (MEFs) with substrates densely covered by high aspect
ratio flexible silicon nanowires (Si NWs) is investigated. The
adhesion forces between MEF and Si-NWs, collagen and bare
glass substrates were measured and quantified by single cell
force spectroscopy (SCFS). This technique enables measuring
the adhesion strength with force sensitivity in the pN range
and temporal resolution of the order of a few seconds while
standard cell adhesion assays require long time periods (from
a few minutes up to hours) [22–26]. The morphology,
cytoskeleton organization and MEF’s ability to spread on Si-
NWs after culturing are analyzed by scanning electron (SEM)
and confocal fluorescence microscopy. The proliferation rate
on Si-NWs support was also investigated.

Materials and methods

Si NWs fabrication

Silicon nanowires were grown on a glass coverslip in a
PECVD reactor, using Au as a catalyst and SiH4 as a pre-
cursor. The growth time was used to control the NWs length,
while keeping catalyst and NW density constant. For rela-
tively short growing times the NW film is mainly composed
of short NWs that densely cover the substrate with the pre-
sence of a few longer ones; this is due to the non homo-
geneous diffusion limited growth process in which thin NW
grow faster. However by increasing the growth time the
growth of the thin NWs is limited by substrate-to-tip diffu-
sion, and eventually all NWs have the same length.

Cell culture and proliferation analysis

Primary mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were prepared
from C56/BL mice as described in [27] and cultured in
DMEM supplemented with 15% fetal bovine serum and 1%
antibiotics penicillin/streptomycin (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA) at 37 °C, 5% CO2. In order to evaluate
cell proliferation, approximately 20 000 cells were seeded on
Si-NWs, collagen coated and bare glass coverslip. A coating
on glass coverslip was achieved with 0, 1% gelatin (Sigma-
Aldrich) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 15 min at
room temperature and subsequent washing with PBS. In this
work we refer to this type of coating as collagen-coated
samples. Cell density was evaluated at 12, 24 and 36 h from
cell seeding. Specifically, each time sample was washed twice
with PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma-
Aldrich) for 20 min, then washed with PBS and incubated
with DAPI for nuclei staining, then used for cell counting.
Afterwards, phase contrast images and DAPI-positive cells
were taken by Axiovert 200 inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss,
Jena, Germany) (10X objective).

Scanning electron microscopy

After 12 h, the culturing medium was aspirated and samples
were fixed as described above. Afterward they were dehy-
drated using a series of ethanol steps with increasing
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concentration from 50% to 90% ethanol for 5 min each and
by a critical-point drying procedure. Then sample were
sputtered-coated with a thin layer of Au (thickness of
approximately 10 nm). A low current and bias have been
employed for the deposition process to reduce the damage of
the cell. Imaging was performed at low acceleration voltage
(2 keV) by detecting secondary electrons in planar and 45°
tilted configuration in a Zeiss Supra40 SEM.

Focused ion beam milling

A rough milling at 20–100 pA current and 30 KV was per-
formed using a Ga+ ion beam (LEO 1540 crossbeam) to
create a groove in the selected cell. After lowering ion beam
current and voltage, the resulting groove was observed by
standard SEM imaging (voltage 3 KV, working distance
5 mm, tilt angle 54°, current 50 pA) with a ZEISS in lens
detector to better highlight the morphology of the cell section
and increase the contrast for different materials.

Immunostaining and confocal microscopy

Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde containing 0.15%
picric acid in PBS, saturated with 0.1M glycine, permeabi-
lized with 0.1% Triton X-100, saturated with 0.5% BSA
(Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS and then incubated for 1 h with rabbit
polyclonal anti-fibronectin antibody (Merck Millipore,
Darmstadt, Germany). The secondary antibody was goat anti-
rabbit Alexa Fluor® 594, F-actin was marked with Alexa
Fluor® 488 phalloidin (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and the
incubation time was 30 min. Nuclei were stained with
2 μg ml−1 in PBS Hoechst 33342 (Sigma-Aldrich) for 5 min.
All the incubations were performed at room temperature
(20 °C–22 °C). The cells were examined using a Leica
DMIRE2 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems GmbH,
Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with DIC and fluorescence
optics, diode laser 405 nm, Ar/ArKr 488 nm and He/Ne
543/594 nm lasers. 63× magnification and a 1.4 NA objec-
tive was used. Images were acquired at 1024×1024 pixels
resolution and z stacks with 200–250 nm step size. Image
processing was performed Image J by W Rasband (developed
at the US National Institutes of Health and available at http://
rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/).

Single cell force spectroscopy set-up and adhesion
measurements

SCFS measurements were carried out by a NanoWizard
atomic force microscope (AFM) (JPK Instruments, Berlin,
Germany) mounted on top of an Axiovert 200 inverted
microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with a CellHesion
module that enables extention of the vertical range of AFM
from 15 μm up to 100 μm thus enabling complete cell
detachment from substrate. All experiments were performed
at 37 °C using a temperature-controlled BioCell chamber
(JPK Instruments, Berlin, Germany). MEF cultured on a
collagen (Sigma-Aldrich) coated petri dish, were detached
from the petri dishes by incubating cells for 10 min with 0.5%
trypsin–EDTA (Thermo Fisher Scientific), re-suspended in

culture medium and then inserted into the BioCell about
20 min after removal from a petri dish. Adhesion measure-
ments were performed using tipless V-shaped silicon nitride
cantilevers having a nominal spring constant of 0.32 Nm−1 or
0.08 Nm−1 (NanoWorld, Innovative Technologies). O2

plasma treated cantilevers were functionalized with con-
canavalin-A (Sigma-Aldrich) (incubation 10 μM for 15 h at
4 °C) and stored in PBS. Before each experiment the canti-
lever spring constant was calibrated by using the thermal
noise method [28]. In order to allow MEF cell binding to the
cantilever the NWs support were grown only on half of the
glass coverslip while the resting half was coated with bovine
serum albumin (BSA), for which MEF cells have low affinity.
Once the cells are inserted into the chamber the concanavalin-
A functionalized cantilever is pressed on a single a cell
against the BSA layer for 30 s with a contact force of
0.7–1 nN to allow a stable immobilization of the cell. Then
the cell was lifted from the surface and allowed to establish a
firm adhesion to the cantilever for about 15 min. Afterwards
the cantilever was moved toward the NWs area and adhesion
measurements were performed at a contact force of 0.5 nN for
different contact times (10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 s) in the culture
medium. After each force measurement, the cell was retracted
to recover for a period of time slightly higher than the contact
time with the surface, before adhering to a different spot on
the surface. An optical microscope was used to monitor the
cell status during the measurements, which were interrupted
as soon as changes in cell morphology was observed. During
contact, the piezo height was kept constant using the AFM
closed loop feedback mode. The cantilever was withdrawn at
constant speed of 5 μm/sec over pulling ranges of 100 μm to
ensure complete detachment of the cell from substrate.

Results and discussion

We used substrates densely covered by flexible Si-NWs
(figure 1), in order to match the NW mechanical properties
with the typical biological forces involved in focal adhesion
formation. A characterization of Si NWs used including a
distribution of diameter, length, horizontal and vertical pro-
jections is reported in the supplementary data (figure S1 is
available at stacks.iop.org/NANO/28/155102/mmedia).
These Si NWs, 3±1 μm long and 73±20 nm diameter,
have an elastic constant in the 0.2–24 mNm−1 range. Cells,
when migrated can displace focal adhesion points at a rate up
to 250 nmmin−1 [29] and a force larger than 56 pN is
required to trigger the formation of focal adhesion points [30].
Thus the nanowires described above which produce forces in
the 20–2400 pN range upon displacements of 100 nm are the
ideal substrate to investigate the effect of the substrate
mechanics on mechanostransduction processes.

The adhesion forces of MEF cells on Si NWs on short-
scale time and with pN resolution is measured by SCFS.
Representative retraction force traces of MEF on the different
supports are shown in figures 2(a)–(c), together with an
optical image of a cell attached to the cantilever (figure 2(d)).
During the measurements the status of the cell attached to the
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cantilever did not show significant morphological variations,
and the life time of the cell on Si NWs is observed to be
comparable to that on collagen and glass coverslip. On the
contrary, similar measurements performed on ZnSe NWs
grown at low temperature on ITO substrates (online supple-
mentary figure S2) [31] reveal that after a few contacts, the
cell forms globular structures related to cell injury and death,
with a fast reduction of adhesion forces (online supplemen-
tary figures S3 and S4). The same behavior is observed on flat
ZnSe substrates and we conclude that the effect arises from
ZnSe toxicity rather than a topographical effect. The com-
parison of the results on ZnSe and Si NWs suggests that the

mechanical damage induced during the SCFS measurement,
if any, is negligible.

The larger recorded negative value of the force
(Fdetachment) is generally used as a rough measure of the
adhesion force; this value is obtained at the beginning of the
retraction, when the cell starts to detach from the substrate.
Alternatively the energy involved in the adhesion can be
obtained by the work of detachment evaluated by integrating
the whole area under the force–distance curve. Both focal
adhesion points and individual receptors contribute to adhe-
sion force and energy. During further retraction of the canti-
lever a train of steps is generated by pulling individual

Figure 1. SEM micrograph of a Si NW support where the presence of NWs with different lengths can be observed. Stage tilting 54°. Scale
bar 1 μm.

Figure 2. Representative force–distance retraction traces for MEFs on Si NWs (a) on collagen (b) and on glass (c) at 10 s contact time; some
features of the curves that enables to quantify adhesion properties as the maximum force exerted for cell detachment and the tether force are
indicated by arrows; (d) differential interference contrast optical image of a MEF cell immobilized on a tipless cantilever (scale bar 20 μm).
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receptors anchored to the cytoskeleton, which is responsible
for the observed elastic response (jumps). Finally long pla-
teaus are observed when the receptors are detached from the
cytoskeleton and a membrane nanotube is pulled out the cell
body (tether): here the membrane viscosity is mainly
responsible for the measured force which depends only on the
pulling speed. Jumps and tethers are mainly generated by
membrane receptors [32–36]. The results of the detachment
force analysis are shown in figure 3(a). The adhesion strength
of MEFs on Si NWs is comparable to that observed on col-
lagen for all the time intervals considered, while higher than
that obtained on glass, although not significantly different. To
analyze in detail the substrate–cell interaction at a single
receptor level, we evaluated the force and number of the
membrane tethers, by estimating the force steps of the long
plateau in the force–distance retraction curve (figure 3(b)).
For all contact times, the tether adhesion values of MEF on Si
NWs is comparable with those on collagen and significantly
higher than those observed on bare flat glass, with a mean
value of 30 pN on collagen and Si NWs, while is 20 pN on
glass for all interval times. This force appears to be higher on
collagen than that observed on glass up to 80 s contact time,
while at 160 s contact time they do not significantly differ
anymore. This is in agreement with previous works in which a
strong attachment of the cells on Si NWs and InAs NWs with
respect to a flat substrate of the same materials was estimated
by rinsing and centrifugation methods [37, 38]. Moreover
MEF cells show a number of tether steps on Si NWs that
increases with contact times as compared to glass and col-
lagen coated support (figure 3(c)). Thus MEFs adhere on Si
NWs with a high number of interactions having a binding
force comparable to that shown on collagen. In general, MEFs
are able to develop strong interactions with flexible Si NWs
coated glasses, which can represent an interesting alternative
to traditional protein coated glasses. Therefore we investigate
the effect of such Si NWs on cell proliferation and migration.

In order to assess the effect of the substrate morphology
on cellular proliferation, the number of cells was evaluated
after 12, 24 and 36 h culture time. After 12 h and 24 h cul-
turing, the cells adhere and proliferate on Si NWs similarly to
collagen and glass, while at 36 h the proliferation seems to
decrease on Si NWs, but the difference remains within the

Figure 3. Distributions of the detachment forces obtained for MEF
on the three different supports at increasing contact time, in a box-
and-whisker plot representation: the values inside the box are the
first (25%) and third quartile (75%), the line within the box is the
median value (50%), the (−) indicate maximum and minimum of
the distribution; while outliers are indicated by (•); the mean value is
indicated as (+) (a). The group of data at each contact time are
statistically analysed with the Kruskal–Wallis test and Dunn post test
to compare all pairs of column. For 10 seconds p=0.0557; for
20 seconds p=0.2728; 40 seconds p=0.0423; 80 seconds
p=0.5058; 160 seconds p=0.6595. A set of > 4 curves was
acquired for each cell (n=3) on the different supports for each
contact time. Tether force distributions for the three supports
investigated at increasing contact time (b). The group of data at each
contact time are statistically analysed with the Kruskal–Wallis test
and Dunn post test. For 10, 20, 40, 80 s the distribution of tether
strength on Si NWs is not significantly different from that on
collagen, while that on glass is significantly lower than that on Si
NWs and collagen (p<0.0001); for 160 s the tether strength on Si
NWs and collagen does not significantly differ as well as that of
collagen as compared to glass, while the strength on Si NWs is still
significantly higher than that on glass (p<0.0001). p value<0.05
is considered statistically significant. Relative percentage of tethers
number observed on the three supports at increasing contact time (c).

Figure 4. Cell density as function of culture time for MEF cells on Si
NWs, collagen and glass coverslip. The density was determined by
optical microscope (mean value± SD).
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statistical error (figure 4). From these measurements we can
conclude that these Si NWs supports do not affect sig-
nificantly the short term cellular viability. On the other hand,
for longer culture times (96 h), on ordered GaP NWs array a
significant lower cell proliferation for fibroblasts was
observed, with a stronger effect on longer and denser nano-
wires substrates [18, 39]. In both cases this behavior seems to
be associated also with the formation of multinuclear cells,
which were not observed in our short term cultures.

After 12 h culturing, we observe that MEFs adhere and
spread on Si NWs similarly to collagen and glass as shown in
SEM images (figure 5). However, MEFs cultured on Si NWs
frequently display an elongated morphology (figures 5(a), (b),
(d) and (e)) as compared to the flat large cell shape commonly
observed on flat support (figures 5(c) and (f)). This observa-
tion is supported by the cell aspect ratio that for cells on Si
NWs is found to be 8±6 (mean± SD), higher than that
obtained on collagen (2±1) and glass support (4±3). A
closer look shows that MEFs on Si NWs are generally
characterized by a large number of thin filopodia that sur-
round the cell body and anchor the cell body to the NWs
(figures 5(g), (h)). Consistent variations in morphology are
observed for different cell types cultured on NWs
[20, 37, 38]. Likewise the postnatal retinal cells cultured on
GaP NWs extend subtle radial protrusions from the cell body
while on flat GaP they assume a polygonal shape [40].

By performing SEM imaging with a tilted angle, it is
observed that cells seem to grow suspended on a Si-NW array
(figure 5(d)), only in some cases single NWs piercing the thin
cellular lateral extension are observed (figure 5(i)). However,
FIB milling of MEF cells on NWs together with SEM
visualization points to evidence that single NWs do not seem
to penetrate the cell membrane and enter into the cell cyto-
plasm (figure 6), as also observed in previous studies for
fibroblast cultured on vertically aligned GaP NWs, where the
membrane surrounds the NWs rather than being pierced [18].

Concerning filopodia, commonly they are known to
mediate the early steps of adhesion because their main role is
to explore the environment, while they quickly disappear in
favor of lamellipodia on a flat surface [41]. More recently it is
also demonstrated that fibroblasts spreading on micro-
structured matrix protein arrays primarily use filopodia to
reach new adhesive surfaces. Then at the contact of adhesive
surfaces, these structures are stabilized and subsequently
nucleate lamellipodia-like extensions that lead to full cell
spreading [8]. In our case after 12 h culturing numerous
filopodia are still present with very little progression toward
lamellipodia structures. Although lamellipodia and filopodia
are intimately connected in cell protrusion, filopodia alone
cannot drive cell motility [42], indeed they have been
observed to be integrated into the lamellipodium as the cell
edge advances [43]. Such behavior appears in agreement with

Figure 5. SEM micrographs of MEFs after 12 h culturing on Si NWs (a), (b); (d), (e); (g), (h) and on flat glass support (c), (f), (a)–(c) scale bar
50 μm and (d)–(f) scale bar 10 μm); higher magnification micrographs of MEFs on Si NWs that highlight the presence of numerous filopodia
on Si NWs (g scale bare 10 μm) (h scale bar 1 μm) (i scale bar 2 μm).
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what we observed by time-lapse microscopy, where MEFs
seem to be trapped on Si NWs with a considerably reduced
mobility as compared to that observed on glass or collagen
substrate (see movie S1 and movie S2 in the online supple-
mentary data). This decrement in mobility is frequently
observed for cells culture on NWs [18, 21, 39]. A more recent
work has demonstrated that the reduction in mobility is also
related to nanowires density: a lower density remarkably
reduces cell mobility and the cell shows long thin protrusions,
while in presence of higher density the cell adopts a morph-
ology closer to that on flat control and exhibits a higher
mobility [39]. A similar behavior is observed also for neurons
that easily attach to pillars that could serve as geometrically
superior focal adhesion points for cell attachment, but on the
other hand, they markedly reduce the cell mobility by creating
a long time trap for neurons [44]. Moreover a lower cell

mobility is observed with mesenchymal cells seeded on NWs
that showed a preferential neuronal lineage differentiation
[21]. Our results and previous works seem to support that the
formation of filopodia and long protrusions grasping the Si
NWs anchor the cell and reduce its mobility, differently
affecting their behavior and fate (i.e. migration, proliferation
or differentiation).

The adhesion, spreading and migration are depending on
focal adhesion sites formation that occur after a few minutes
of contact adhesion, such focal adhesion sites are connected
to actin fibers via complex protein interaction. We observed
that after 12 h culturing MEF cells on NWs, the actin cytos-
keleton organization does not present the well-organized
stress fibers (figure 7(a)) typically observed instead on a flat
surface (see figure 7(b)). This demonstrates that the NWs
support does not allow the fibers formation important for cell

Figure 6. SEM micrographs of FIB milled MEF cells after 12 h culturing on Si NWs. Two lateral side of the groove obtained on single
adherent cell are shown in (a) and (b). The white arrows indicate the plasma membrane. Scale bar 1 μm.

Figure 7. Confocal fluorescence images of MEF cells after 12 h culturing (a) on Si NWs (scale bar 10 μm) and (b) on flat glass substrate
(scale bar 25 μm). From left to right: actin in green, fibronectin in red, Hoechst nuclear staining in blue and merge.
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movement, while fibronectin, produced on both NWs and flat
support, seems to be distributed according to the actin orga-
nization. In general the modifications of cytoplasmic struc-
tures organization have been previously observed in response
to geometries of the culture support [45].

The absence of well-organized stress fibers has been
observed to be guided also by interaction forces generated in
the 2D plane. Organization of stress fibers are observed to
vary considerably according to the value of surface molecular
forces, indeed the actin bundle formation requires molecular
tension larger than 56 pN [30]. Indeed the Si NWs substrate
can provide large force in the vertical direction, with no
significant differences with collagen and glass substrates, as
measured by SCFS. However, because of their high flex-
ibility, Si NWs cannot provide large enough in-plane forces.
We believe that the lack of enough in-plane rigidity hinders
the formation of actin fibers, and therefore cellular migration.
Such reduced mobility seems to be a possible responsible of
the observed reduction in the proliferation of MEFs on such
nanostructures on a longer time scale. Such influence of NWs
flexibility on cell behavior is also in agreement with previous
studies, where the cell spread and differentiation were cor-
related with the stiffness of the NWs [20].

Conclusion

Our results suggest that when cells start to adhere in terms of
strength, the early exploration process (below 3 min) of cell
membrane protrusions is similarly driven by chemical indi-
cations (integrin binding with extracellular matrix) as much as
by geometry, whereas after some time of adhesion the force
in-plane generated by Si-NWs on MEF does not allow them
to spread and hinder the formation of actin stress fibers, which
determine a considerable reduction of cell mobility. While on
flat glass, the cells, independently on chemical interactions,
show actin stress fibers and appear free to spread, move and
proliferate. These findings indicate that, in the development of
the adhesion process, in plane and out of plane forces play a
completely different role. They also indicate that more
investigations are still required to precisely clarify the role of
shape and geometry in mechanostransduction during the
adhesion processes which are at the base of cell interaction
with biomaterials for devices development for medical
applications.
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